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IMPROPRIETY (Immoral conduct) 

1.                            

              . 

The five elements within him will laugh 

At a hypocrite’s lying conduct. 

 

The fraudulent conduct of men of deceitful mind will be laughed at by 

the five elements within themselves. 

 

A man (ascetic) who is not true to himself and behaves 

hypocritically will evoke derisive laughter even from the five elements 

within him. Such behavior is a ‘futile fraud’. It is not only the Omniscient 

God, who is all-pervading witness to it, but also the very elements that 
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constitute a man’s make-up. In this context, the poet particularly had in 

mind apparently the shameful crime of the ascetic breaking the law of 

celibacy. 

A similar sentiment  was expressed in a larger context, by R.L. 

Stevenson in his Lay Morals, when he said, ‘The evading of the Police 

cannot long satisfy an active conscience or a thoughtful mind’. The 

sentinels of this ‘conscience and mind’, shaped by the five perceptive 

senses, are obviously referred to here by Valluvar as ‘the five internal 

watching elements’, and not necessarily the chemical elements forming 

the man’s physical constitution or the five basic elements of the Indian 

way of thinking-earth, water, fire, air and ether, (Gita, 7:4), which 

constitute all matter. 

2.                               

             . 

What use is a sky-high pose to one 

Who knowingly does wrong? 

 

What  can the sky-high, holy appearance do to a man whose conscience 

accuses him or who is conscious of his own guilt. 

 

To his own self if he is not true, what is the use of adopting the 

façade and trappings of a saint? 

Hypocritical conduct has been defined by Manakudavar as a 

conduct which is at variance with the duties of the life of penance 

adopted by ascetics. 

It is of such people Shakespeare exclaimed, 

‘Oh, what may man within him hide, 

Though angel on the out-ward side.’ 

 

R.L Stevenson in ‘Lay Morals’ called them just ‘thieves,’ even if 

they are ‘Old and bald and the first at church.’ Christ castigated such 

men, the pretentious Scribes and Pharises for instance, as hypocrites 

who ‘are like whited sepulchers, 
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‘Thou hypocrite, cast out first the beam out of thine own eye, and 

then shalt thou see clearly to pull out the mote that is in thy brother’s 

eye’. 

       (Matt, 23,27) 

(Luke 6, 42) 

3.       ல                   

                       . 

A weakling in a giant’s form 

Is an ox grazing in a tiger’s skin. 

 

For a man who has no power of self-control, to put on a brave 

appearance is just like a cow wrapped in a tiger’s skin grazing with 

impunity. 

 A man without self  control misbehaving under an ascetic’s garb is 

like a cow grazing on forbidden area under of a tiger-skin. The fact that 

the imposter will be instantly spotted, is implied in the comparison, as a 

tiger will never eat grass. But at the same time the possibility of some 

harm being done, cannot be ruled out as ascetics are expected to have 

conquered the flesh and so would be normally taken on trust. This gives 

them an opportunity to misbehave, without being located in true 

colours, for some time. Lord Indira used the same subterfuge and 

reportedly suffered grievously for it. Of such impostors did Christ warn 

the faithful in the following words: 

 ‘Beware of false prophets, who come to you in sheep’s  

  Clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves’. 

(Matt. 7:15) 

4.          ல                  

                  . 

A sinning ascetic uses his cloak  

As a bird-hunter a bush. 

 

To do an immoral action under cover of penance or ascetic life is just like 

a fowler lurking in a bush and ensnaring birds. 
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 There have always been some people, who have used the cover of 

their high position to commit low crime - expecting that their ‘holy habit 

will cleanse their foul soul’. They are the people who are compared here 

to the third-rate hunter lying in wait behind a bush to catch birds. It is 

such people Periapuranam castigates as those who commit crime and 

vice under cover of ascetic roles and looks. 

 ’          ல       ’. 

5.                                   

      ல      . 

Those who claim to be unattached and sin 

Will cry in misery, “Alas!” “Alas!”. 

 

The fraudulent conduct of those who profess renunciation will bring 

forth many an evil, self-convicted of follies. 

 This Kural obviously queries the worth-whileness, of people 

making public pretence of a pure life, while acting contrary to the code 

of righteousness privately, and so meriting the endless torture of ‘one’s 

own soul’. 

 The expression that has given rise to a lot of discussion in his 

connection is , ’         ’ which really is an expression of derisive 

lament, for one’s own fault. Hence Parimelalagar’s interpretation is 

more acceptable than Manakudavar’s, whose interpretation attributes 

the derisive words to neighbours and onlookers. It is in such a context 

Shakespeare wrote: 

 ‘The worm of conscience shall begnaw thy soul’. 

 And of such did the Bible say, 

 

 ‘There is no peace saith the Lord unto the wicked’. 

6.                              

                . 

There is none so cruel as the lying ascetic  

Who lives by deceit. 
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None are more cruel-eyed than those who have not renounced the 

world in their mind but who falsely profess to have renounced it and yet 

live well in it. 

 

 Those, who are not ascetics at heart and pretend outwardly that 

they are what they are not, are the worst cheats on earth. The Lord 

Jesus Christ denounced such hypocrites in no uncertain terms as ‘whited  

sepulchres’. According to valluvar, those who are  not genuine in their 

renunciation, are the most dangerous people on earth. Hazlitt’s remark 

that “The only vice that cannot be forgiven is hypocrisy’ is relevant in 

this context. 

7.                          

               . 

Like the konri red to view but black on top 

Are many, ochre-robed but black within. 

 

The World has men who shine bright outward as ell as those who are 

dark or jet-black inward like the wild licorice or carat seed with a dark 

spot at the trip though bright red all over. 

 

 Kunri is a small, hard and bright-red seed with a black nose, which 

is used as the smallest  unit for weighting gold and so very familiar to the 

people of Tamil Nadu. The idea that the heart and mind of vicious 

people is black, is a common one, and has been used by Kambar in the 

following line: 

 ’                  ’ 

(    :   ல     5     124) 

 

 Shakespeare brings out the sense of this poem differently in the 

telling expression, ‘A goodly apple rotten at the Core’. 

8.                         

                 ல . 

Many spotted minds bathe in holy streams  

And lead a double life. 
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Many are the men who, though foul-hearted, appear holy, bathing in 

sacred waters, and pass for great men in the eye of the world. 

 

 Many such people pass for holy men, and indulge in cleansing 

rituals, which are only external in their effect, while they themselves 

wallow in the mire of hidden  shame all the time. 

 The word ’   ’ or stain, refers to the three vices, ’    ’ (lust), 

’    ’ (anger) and ’     ’ (delusion). 

 Gita refers in (16,21) to lust, anger and greed, but a reconciliation 

over the last can be had when we realize that greed is excessive desire, 

which arises from delusion. 

 The hypocrites resort to ablutions, not really to remove those 

stains, but to keep up appearances, and so remain unclean really. 

9.                              

        ல        . 

The lute is bent, the arrow straight: judge men  

Not by their looks but acts. 

 

Like the arrow which is dreadful in its effect and the crooked lute which 

is sweet to the ear, men are to be judged by their deeds. 

 

 Men and things are better judged by their actions and not by their 

appearances; for the streamlined arrow is deadly while the music of the 

crooked yal is sweet. 

 As the Bible says, we should know them by their fruits. 

 ‘Ye shall know them by their fruits, 

 Do men gather grapes from thorns or figs from thistles”? 

10.                    ல   

               . 

No need of tonsure or long hair, if one 

But avoids what the world condemns. 
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One needs not shave his head naked or grow his hair long if what the 

world condemns be shunned. 

 

 Shaven head or long hair does not make an ascetic; it is the pure 

heart which shuns hypocrisy that really matters. Rajaji would comment 

on this, ‘Some hermits shave their heads clean and others allow their 

hair to grow wild, according to the order to which they belong, Purity 

makes the saint, not these and other externals’. 

 ’           ல             ’  Says Valluvar in 

Kural 34. 

 The word ’ ல ’ (World) in this context, means he world of 

sages. 
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